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Nine tourist attractions in the US feature authentic vortex phenomena, this book is about them.

Also learn how to map vortexes in your own area, based on their common size, shape,

behavior of animals, plant growth, etc., and how to measure and document the phenomena for

further research.



Of the authentic vortexes in the U.S., nine are open to the public. This book is the first to make

the geometric connection between these areas and newly identified vortexes. See

vortexmaps.com for bigger and better illustrations.

Vortex Field gas prices

Pretense, Every Storm, To Know Her by Name (Rocky Mountain Memories Book 3), Whatever

Tomorrow Brings (The Californians Book 1), Moonlight on the Millpond (Tucker Mills Trilogy

Book 1), A Place Called Home (A Place Called Home Series Book 1), Kensington Chronicles 4-

in-1, The Long Road Home: A Place Called Home Series, A Song for Silas (A Place Called

Home Series Book 2)

JinJiDuLi, “Vortex Field Guide. Dan Shaw's guide is an excellent introduction to gravitational

lensing as featured through some of the various locales presented in the book (focus on north

American sites). Chock full of photographs and illustrations. An enjoyable read, five stars!”

Sonya M. Shannon, “Explains what a vortex is, how to recognize one, and how to measure it. I

found this book to be extremely helpful in explaining how to experience and measure vortex

phenomenon as well as what to look for at the various 'mystery spots' around the US. I read it

before I took my first vortex hunting trip in West Texas and I will probably read it again when I

venture out on my next trip this fall. I don't understand what the low reviews are about -- this

book explains what a vortex is, how to recognize one and how to measure it. In my opinion it's

contents match it's title.”

ExcaliburBrief, “A good field book..... The book is excellent, a good guide to where to focus

your attention, regarding deaths roads, old monuments, etc clues when looking for ley lines or

vortexes.Regarding the price above, don't be ripoff and go to the original seller site with a

price for about [...] bucks, [...]”

The book by Dan Shaw has a rating of  5 out of 2.7. 6 people have provided feedback.
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